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A bowl of neon tetras 
To keep me company 

As dusk melts into darkness 
And night devours me 

 
 

And shadows come to peer, then go 
I cast my glance towards the bowl 

And revel in the hues 
All tinged with       

 
Vivid neon          and           

Are nature's flair, the bends 
Of light no-one could ever 

Recreate with one's bare hands 
 

With blinds rolled up and windows wide 
I draw away and glimpse outside 

The stars sing down in rash delight 
And sunken in the rill 
Peeks out moonlight 

 
         and              all fade to grey

As concrete washes streams away
And beams, foundations labour'rs lay

And speak in tongues 
So foreign none could say
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As colours wane and bend and flow



Clear tubes wrought in a cursive font 
Hang up on buildings old and gaunt 
The jarring glare neon lights flaunt 

Look down with contempt on 
The stars they taunt 

 
Torn-down shopfronts, alleyways 

With contracts signed in haste 
Spirits’ scents hang in the air 

An odour of distaste 
 

Witnesses leer from towers’ brink 
Like angels but aflame in       

The lamps gaze down without a blink 
At those whose crimes an endless pit 

In which they sink 
 

Shimmering, the city’s but a
Fishbowl, glass a prism

Truths like rays                          
Boundaries like colours melt and blend

To fuel this powerhouse
The               of capitalism

 
The city grows in pulsing might

And lights the sky, all strong and bright
Its glory shadows the moonlight

 
As neon tetras fade from sight

A different glow
Illuminates 
My night 
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Facts about          :The fascinating Noble gas

What do you think when you think of neon? Do you think of streetlights?
Bright colors? Or maybe even highlighters? Well, whatever you think of, you
cannot say it does not feel like a bright and fun color. Let us explore more
about neon in this article.

Neon was first discovered by Sir William Ramsay in 1898. However, this was
not his first big discovery. He isolated many other noble gases before and
helped establish noble gases as a new group in the periodic table. To honor
his discoveries, Sir William Ramsay won a Nobel prize in 1904. Sir William
Ramsay, along with Morris W. Travers, made a neon lamp in 1898. However,
it was expensive as neon was extremely rare. Years later, in 1902, Georges
Claude devised a method that isolated neon from the air, making it less
costly and more affordable, though he did not invent the neon lamp. 
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So... What is neon? Neon is a colorless, odorless, and tasteless gas that is
part of the noble gases. It is highly unreactive and the least reactive of all
noble gases. This makes it great in lightbulbs as it exists as itself in a pure
form and does not form any compounds at all. But there are many
interesting properties about neon that might surprise you.  



Did you know that Neon is the fourth most present element in the universe?
This is surprising considering that only 0.0018 percent of neon is found in
the Earth’s atmosphere. But it might not be so surprising once you learn
that neon is produced in large mass stars, which is super cool. It is
produced when the stars' great internal pressure is able to fuse carbon
atoms into neon atoms. It is also part of the sun’s solar winds and the
moon’s atmosphere. Since it only exists in tiny amounts on earth, neon is
obtained by fractional distillation, which is the separation of liquified air into
different fractions. However, a large amount of liquid air is needed to obtain
a relatively lesser amount of neon. Specifically, 88,000 pounds of liquid air is
required to produce only 1 pound of neon. 

 The solar wind is a
stream of energized,

charged particles
flowing outward from

the sun

 ‘Neon’ means ‘new’ in Greek and it glows red when electricity passes
through it. Although we think neon lights come in a variety of colors, neon
itself glows only reddish orange. These colorful neon signs contain more
than just neon, or in some, no neon at all. They often contain argon,
helium, xenon, or mercury vapor in some combination. 

Here are some of the color combinations: 

Mercury --> Blue 
Helium --> Pinkish red 
Xenon --> Purple 
Engineers combine these colors to produce a cool range of colors. 



Furthermore, I’m sure you are wondering how neon lights glow? When
electricity passes through the gas, it is ionized, and this causes it to emit
light. A lot of energy, 15,000 volts, is provided to remove the electron as
neon is non-reactive, thus forming positive ions(cations)and negative
ions(anions)The cations are attracted to the positive terminal and the
anions are attracted to the negative terminal. This completes the electric
circuit of the lamp. Therefore, when the atoms hit each other, energy is
transferred, and they have a higher energy state. The electron can return
to its normal energy state by releasing it in the form of light. (A small fun
fact: The type of light the gas produces depend on the difference between
its higher energy state and original energy state. For neon, from its
characteristic higher energy state, the energy is released as reddish-
orange light.) 

Some might not know this, but neon is not only used in lighting but serves
other purposes as well. For example, neon is used in vacuum tubes, high-
voltage indicators, lightning arresters, wavemeter tubes, television tubes,
and helium–neon lasers.  

 For neon, it is reddish-orange



1) It was discovered in 1898 

2) It can penetrate fog {many other lights cannot} 

3) It is so expensive because it is extremely rare 

4)It is used to preserve substances  

5) Neon might be a colorless, unreactive gas on the outside, but it is a
colorful, fun, and "new" gas on the outside 

6) Despite being fun, it can be dangerous to humans 

7) It is used in TV sets and lasers 

8) It probably exists in every home 

9) There are no neon compounds as it is extremely unreactive 

10) Neon has a melting point of minus 248.6 degrees Celsius and a boiling
point of minus 246 degrees Celsius.

10 random facts about Neon



I love seeing the neon signs in the streets when it is dark. I find it just
such a fascinating thing how a colorless, unreactive gas like neon can
glow that lovely reddish-orange glow. And I love how it “burns” with
passion, releasing it in the form of light. It is such an interesting gas. 
All in all, neon is extremely useful, and I adore it for its calm, yet colorful
nature. 

https://www.mentalfloss.com/article/567681/element-neon-facts 
https://www.livescience.com/28811-neon.html 
https://www.thoughtco.com/how-neon-lights-work-606167 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Neon
https://www.sciencehistory.org/historical-profile/william-ramsay
https://neonmama.com/blogs/news/fun-facts-about-neon
https://www.redbubble.com/i/postcard/Element-Neon-by-Syrolline/20101295.V7PMD
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The smell of hairspray and sweat still permeated the air, but the
mourners had all left, leaving just the two of us sitting next to the
rickety metal table, alone in the desolate flat. Yellowish light shone
through the windows, and the shadows stretched long and grotesque
over us, signalling that it was dusk, time for dinner, time to resume
life.

Helen seemed to think otherwise.

Fumbling for the switch, she turned on the neon sign hung awkwardly
next to the table. The dim red tube was now the only thing
illuminating the room, and her eyes followed the movements of a
moth as it settled on top of the “K”.

“Can you stop that? We’re going to the hawker centre downstairs.” I
said, turning to look at her.

She was gripping the edge of her plastic stool so tightly that her black
stick-on nails had already begun to chip off, revealing the bright
purple painted underneath. She wore a look of childish bewilderment
so ridiculous that I would have laughed, had I not been afraid of
breaking the silence.

“The light’s nice.” Her words were quiet.

The light’s also in my house. I just watched her steadily, then picked up
the keys, locking the door behind me and heading down the stairs.

Helen had given me the neon sign two years ago, as a late birthday
present. It read, “BURN BRIGHT LIKE THE SUN” in an obnoxious
cursive font, and emitted a dim red glow, too faint for any functional
purpose, but too bright to ignore. It was very much a thing Helen
would buy.
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Nice”, but impractical and frivolous.

Generous, but you’re also twenty-three, my dear elder sister. Ever
thought of getting an actual job?

Clearly, I was stressed out from the funeral preparations for
the woman who had died six years ago. The official records
might read Felicia Wong, died 24/04/2020, but as far as I was
concerned, my mother had actually passed on the day she
had that stroke, the one that removed most of her mental
functioning and left her in a vegetative state.

After that day, she couldn’t recognise Helen or me, or anyone
else from her life. The fact that she’d officially passed on two
days ago was not surprising, only the final nail in the coffin in
a process that began years ago.

Helen would hate me if I ever said something like that out
loud.

When I returned home, she was still there, sitting morosely in
front of the lit sign.

“Helen, if you really don’t want to eat, I’ll send y-”

“I’ve been thinking, Phoebe. She’s been the one thing that’s
been providing energy and strength to us since the day we
were born, like an electrical source or something.
Remember...remember when she used to say we were the li…
lights of her life? And… and now that she’s gone I have NO
idea what we’re supposed to do!” She finished, spluttering,
tears streaking down her cheeks.



I supposed I was meant to console her, offer her condolences or
something, pat her shoulder, lend her a listening ear. The problem
was that we’d never been close, and it was probably too late to
start now. “Listen, Helen, you’ve been under a lot of stress in the
last 24 hours, you haven’t been eating, it’s best that I take you
home now.”

Wrong thing to say.

It was now so dark that the red glow of the neon light carved
shadows in Helen’s face and made her appear almost monster-like.
“Stop treating me like I’m your dog or something. ‘Go on and eat,
Helen! Come on and I’ll walk you home, Helen!’ What is your
problem?”

“Helen, calm down, I wasn’t trying to-”

“We barely see each other anymore because it’s always like this!
You’re constantly guilt-tripping me, then acting like you have no
idea what’s actually going on!”

“Since when has it been my fault? You’re the one who left Mother
behind when she was too sick to take care of you, who ran away
with your friends the moment you turned eighteen and left me, a
fifteen-year-old, stuck behind while you went out to party every
night and-”

“Phoebe, if you dare insinuate-”



“And yet you still come strolling back, garnering everyone’s pity
and bawling about how you miss her and love her, when it’s clear
that you only ever wanted her dead so it’ll be another weight off
your shoulders!”

I’d gone too far.

Helen looked like she was about to slap me. One side of her face
was lit maroon, accentuated by the reddish glow, and the other
was in shadow. Without a word, she was gone, slamming the
door so hard that my tacky sign flickered.

Burn bright like the sun.

It was almost as if I could smell the ashes of our relationship
smouldering.

Months passed without incident and I did not have the heart to
turn the sign off. It was tied to my sister in some strange,
sentimental way, and I could not afford to lose another family
member, even if it was idealistic, naïve, colourful Helen.

We were closer when we were younger, not as different or as
antagonistic against each other, I think. The years that followed
brought about a whole slew of events, none positive: my parents’
divorce, my mother’s unemployment, her two strokes only
months apart, the permanent vegetative state she remained in
for the subsequent six years. Gradually, we had drifted further
and further apart, like two reeds flowing down a diverging river.



Me, the intense, utilitarian LED bulb, who had always shone too
bright and burnt out easily.

Helen, the dramatic, impractical neon lamp, glowing softly but
still there.

The disparity was so extreme that it was almost comical, but it
had helped us cope. Helen had accepted her lack of control in
life’s matters, but I could not; it was much too painful. In the last
few years, few things had been out of my control. I lived by my
spreadsheets, timetables, planning out every minute of every day
to ensure that nothing could never go wrong again.

But of course, it eventually did.

My apartment, the home I’d shared with my family for twenty-one
years, the one Helen still partially owned, had burned down. Not
long after, it was determined to be an electrical fire originating
from the seventh storey, right where my kitchen was.

“Was the stove on when you left, Miss Wong?”

“No.”

“Did you turn one of the electrical outlets on before leaving?”

“No.”

“Could you have possibly left a light on before you left your
apartment on the morning of the eighth of July?”

“No…”



Burn bright like the sun.

That light.

That stupid sign I left on ever since Helen and I had that little
“tiff”.

“I mean yes…”

The officer only looked at me, furrowing his brows.

“I left a neon sign on for a few months before the fire. It was sti-
still lit up when I left the apartment at 7 that morning.” I
elaborated, stammering over my words in a rush.

Hours later, when I was allowed to leave the station, it was
pouring and so I went to the only place I could think of. Our
home was gone and I wanted to see the last person tying me
back to it, the one person left who had experienced all of it with
me.

I missed my sister.

The moment I got off the bus, rain whipped across my back,
sending me spiraling forwards, right into a pillar. The howling of
the wind pressed in upon my ears, and it was dark enough that I
couldn’t see my shoes when I looked down.



Down one alleyway, down another, until I was standing in front of
the coffeeshop where Helen worked odd hours.

The “OPEN” sign shone brightly in front of me, each letter a
different colour. It illuminated the surrounding plaster, dying it a
whole kaleidoscope of hues. I took a deep breath but only
inhaled rainwater. Spluttering, I noticed her look up from the
menu, through the glass and right at me.

My heart was racing 100 miles a minute.

Her face brightened when she noticed me, and she strode to the
door, ushering me through.

“Hey.” All the breath I’ve been holding comes out in a gasp.

“Hey.”

Her small smile was gone now, and her face was indescribable
.
I dimly wondered if this was still a good idea.

Seconds seemed to turn into minutes, then stretch on into
hours.

Without any warning, she suddenly reached out and embraced
me, hugging me so tight that my ribs were squished, and
suddenly I found myself speechless.



She was the opposite, though, and always had been; suddenly
she was sprouting out all the things she never had the
opportunity to say in the last ten years of our lives: how she was
so very sorry that our home was gone, how much she’d missed
me over the years, how she was so proud of me for getting into
my dream university three years ago…

She talked on forever, mentioning every little project I ever did,
everything I’d ever accomplished and how hardworking and
diligent I had always been.

It was then that I realised, although my sister never seemed to
be stable, or there when I needed her, she had always been
quietly watching over me, providing the low and soothing glow
that had lit up my world.

Helen was, and had always been, my neon light.



It was yet another day in Neosbury. I was on
the deluxe SpeedScoot for the third day in a
row, with half of a starfruit jam pastry still in
my mouth. Of course, this was much more
expensive than the typical SpeedScoot, but
that cost was nothing compared to avoiding
being late to school. Moribund neon lights
whizzed past as I turned at each bend,
utilizing my training in using the SpeedScoot
to not crash into anything. The sound of
rain did not disturb me one bit with the
shadowy reassurance of a shelter always
being above the road. As I nimbly veered
around corners, my mind began to wander.
My training for this started in the year 2225
and now it's… still 2225, but it felt like 12
years had passed, not 12 hours! Such a 

Hours passed as I sat in class. Finally! That boring physics lesson is
over! What’s next? I looked at my digital pocket watch’s timetable
function. French – my most dreaded subject for today – was next. I
had yet to complete my homework for that day, and I knew what the
consequences for it were. Time seemed to quicken as I watched the
teacher’s robotic assistant going around collecting the homework. I
grudgingly pressed one of many buttons on the robot and indicated
that I had not completed the schoolwork, and as per routine, walked
outside the classroom to wait for the teacher. “Tom, why have you
recently not been able to submit your homework?” 

Neon of the Future 
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waste of time! Time… time! I had nearly completely forgotten of my
circumstance and started accelerating again.



Days passed like eons in the same endless cycle. I woke up late,
sometimes having to take the costlier option to school, and juggling
what homework was due the soonest. One day, as I had just sat down
after arriving at school, my teacher told me to meet him outside of
class. I inwardly groaned. He’s definitely going to tell me about how
bad my homework is and tell me how to improve it, and the same stuff
as everyone else has always said. However, it wasn’t anything like that
at all.  “Tom, I noticed that recently, you have hardly been paying
attention in class. I have booked an appointment with the school
counsellor, if you have anything you want to say about why you are
acting like this, please tell him about it. I am sure that he will be able
to help.” 

I took in a deep breath, and knocked on the door. Immediately, a tall
but friendly-looking man opened the door, motioning for me to go in. I
regained my composure and walked in. I scanned my surroundings.
The room was painted a light pink, with a transparent roof with
refreshing sunlight flowing through overhead, an unfamiliar yet
soothing change of pace from all the stressful, draining neon lights I
had always seen every day. “So, your name is Tom, right? Can you
share with me why you feel like this?” I tried to think of a response, yet
my mind was still blank. “Do you think you are too stressed?”

I struggled to come up with an answer. I had dedicated a lot of my time
to it, yet I was still unable to do it. What was going wrong? Was I simply
inept at it? The harsh glare of neon lights caught the attention of my
unattended eye as I tried to murmur something out, as if they were
mocking me for my incompetence. I managed to blurt out an excuse
and headed back to class to continue with the lesson. However, I could
not stop thinking about it. Was there really something wrong with me?



To my surprise, the counsellor did not scold me, but instead said,
“Stay strong! There will always be brighter times ahead. Right now, all
you have to do is study hard and concentrate, and slowly you’ll find
that things will improve!” However, I was not at all convinced. This was
what everyone had already told me and yet, this was also the
standard for a counsellor? “I know that this may sound like the typical
thing that everybody always says, but that’s because it works!” How
did he know what I was thinking, and then responded to it? “I was
once like you, so I know how you feel! Always remember to don’t give
up, but also rest sometimes! If it helps you, you can always decide to
play music that can motivate you. Think of the things you can do if
you successfully learn the things that they teach you, and no matter
what, always think positively. Once I did all these things, my
schoolwork became more manageable and even enjoyable, and that is
the reason I have a comfortable life today.”

brightly and optimistically, no
longer as unfriendly as they used to
seem. I was still in fundamentally
the same cycle, yet things were
different. I was no longer waking up
late, I was able to complete all of
my homework in time, and most
importantly, I was enjoying it now. 

 I thought to myself. Was I actually too stressed? I had so much work to
do all the time, that most of the time I had allocated to spend on my
homework was actually used up musing about how much homework I
had and my “rightful” breaks for “the amount of work I put in”. I
reluctantly admitted that perhaps that it was true and shared my
situation. 

Many months passed in the blink of an eye and soon I had graduated
from the class, with much better grades compared to when I had
entered it. As I thought of what had happened in what seemed to me
like such a short amount of time, the neon lights above me irradiated



https://i.pinimg.com/originals/95/5c/b1/955cb12f93800c3ec06bf00ad36f444e.jpg
https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Clock.gif
https://static.scientificamerican.com/sciam/cache/file/E2F0AAE0-B240-4FC8-
9CAC6EB7FAB57A3A_source.jpg
https://cdn.discordapp.com/attachments/690784502443802634/949569590604759110/unkno
wn.png
https://i.pinimg.com/originals/7b/94/1c/7b941c0e522384d2a4927b06b888497a.jpg

Picture credits:

Time seemed to accelerate, and soon it was my final day of work.  
It was time for me to finish up my final tasks before going to the
main office to sign the final forms. I had decided to retire early
at the age of 49. My job as a doctor meant I was fortunate to
have had enough resources to last me quite comfortably
through my retirement. And at such an age, it would have made
making mistakes much more likely, which I did not want to risk. I
had already decided on what I was going to do after I left this
job. The neon lights around shined beautifully as I walked out of
the clinic and headed back towards the school where I used to
be, but this time, as a volunteer counsellor. Everyone has the
potential of a billion neon lights, but without even a little of the
Sun, there would be nothing to start the development of them.
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The Injustice Against Neon   Highlighters 

As a student, I am no stranger to the confectionery-store-like aisle
of stationery in Popular. An endless selection of fancy pens, markers
of all different sizes and most tantalisingly, the dazzling highlighters
that come in a myriad of colours. I have been tempted more than
once into buying an entire set of highlighters so I could possess my
own “rainbow” of them. This is despite knowing full well that I would
be left with an empty purse and a bag of highlighters that I would
not be able to use up for a year, a sort of l’appel du vide (call of the
void) for highlighters. 

Although some obstinate people may bravely declare that they get
along just fine with using a pen to underline words, the vast majority
of people appreciate the importance of the highlighter. Whether it is
for school or work, the highlighter is an indispensable tool for
marking out key information, allowing us to quickly skim through a
dense forest of words and pick out the valuable herbs of
knowledge.  

Another benefit is simply to brighten up the page. Monochrome
black and white text gets monotonous after a while, so having some
highlights adds a touch of colour and makes even the most boring
report bearable to read. This is why some people, including me, like
using multiple highlighters of different colours. It makes the page
much more pleasing to the eye while also helping to colour code
and categorise different pieces of information. 

Yet having so many possible highlighter colours to choose from
brings up an important issue: What colour should one choose?
 



P A S T E L  H I G H L I G H T E R S

V S

There are two main categories
of highlighter colours, neon
ones and pastels. I did a poll
on Instagram to see which
type my peers favoured and
the results were 16 votes for
neon highlighters and 29
votes for pastel ones. This
means almost twice as many
people preferred pastel
compared to neon colours! 

N E O N  H I G H L I G H T E R S

Indeed, many people are enamoured with the pretty pastels
offered by brands such as Zebra or Stabilo and swear by them.
Sure, I do agree that pastel highlighters are very pleasing to look
at, I even have a few of them myself, but I am irked by the lack of
support for neon highlighters, which are arguably just as good as,
if not better than, pastel versions. 

P O L L :  P A S T E L  O R  N E O N  H I G H L I G H T E R S ?  

P A S T E L  W O N  B Y  A  L A R G E  M A J O R I T Y .  

The “first-ever” objects are always celebrated for being revolutionary
and ahead of their time, so why do we ignore the origins of one of
the world’s most important stationery items? The highlighter was
invented in 1962 by Dr Francis J. Honn (sometimes referred to as
Frank Honn), the vice president of technology at Carter’s Ink
Company. The original highlighter, called the Hi-Liter, was, as you
can guess, neon yellow! 



T H E  O R I G I N A L  ' H I - L I T E R '
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Most importantly, neon highlighters are much more adept at
fulfilling the core role of the highlighter, highlighting things. And I
do not mean merely marking them out, which even a meagre pen
could do, I am talking about making the words pop and drawing
the reader’s attention to them. Pastels, though soothing to read,
make it very easy to be lured into a dangerous zone of relaxation.
Careless pastel lovers bask in the pretty colours and breezily
glance past all the vital information. They might as well have not
read anything at all and saved themselves some time. Neon users,
however, understand the real purpose of reading, the bright
flashes of colour allowing them to focus and internalise all the key
ideas. 

So why do people seem to like pastel highlighters so much? Being,
perhaps, slightly biased, I decided to consult Instagram surveys
once again. Most responses stated the aforementioned ‘prettiness’
of the pastel colours. However, another prominent reason seemed
to be that neon highlights ‘hurt the eyes’. This was quite a
revelation for me and I started to sympathise with these pastel
lovers. Perhaps they were not deliberately being unfair to neon,
they were just biologically unable to handle its powers.

Since then, neon yellow has remained virtually
the standard for highlighters, along with other
neon variations, such as neon orange, neon
green and so on. Just as how neon colours have
contributed immensely for six decades, these
vibrant shades will continue to serve us well in
the future. For those who enjoy traditions, is it
not a shame to throw away such an iconic
aspect of highlighters in favour of timid pastels?



However, I reasoned that this weakness in the eyes could not have
been that widespread, so I did another poll: “Do neon highlighters
hurt your eyes?” The results were quite evenly split. 15 people said
they did, while 17 others said they did not. Given the significant
preference towards pastel highlighters in the first poll, it was
evident that many people who disliked neon did not actually
experience eye discomfort. Perhaps it was simply that they
thought pastel looked nicer?

P O L L :  D O  N E O N  H I G H L I G H T E R S  H U R T

Y O U R  E Y E S ?  T H E  R E S U L T S  W E R E

C L O S E ,  W I T H  S L I G H T L Y  M O R E  P E O P L E

A N S W E R I N G  T H A T  T H E Y  D O  N O T .

S O M E  R E S P O N S E S  T O  " W H Y  A R E

P A S T E L  H I G H L I G H T E R S  B E T T E R  T H A N

N E O N ? "  W H I C H  S H O W  T H A T  S O M E

F I N D  N E O N  P A I N F U L  T O  L O O K  A T .

Now, onto a debate of aesthetics. I strongly vouch that neon
highlights look equally appealing as pastel ones when used in
moderation. I will admit that if one’s entire page is covered in
nothing but neon, it is indeed jarring and unpleasant to look at. This
problem does not exist to such a large extent with pastel
highlighters. Indeed, a page covered in pastel colours has the
potential to be a beautiful piece of artwork. However, I would argue
that highlighting should never at all be done in such a haphazard
manner. I had a teacher in Primary school who encouraged us to
highlight all the key points in an answer. No doubt, she had good
intentions, but it ended up with us highlighting ridiculously long
chunks of text. If everything is important enough to be highlighted,
then we might as well not highlight anything. Highlighters should
strictly be reserved for key information if one wishes to use it the
way it was intended. I believe that when one highlights an
appropriate amount, regardless of whether neon or pastel is used,
the result will be pleasing to look at. 



S O M E  R E S P O N S E S  T O  " W H Y  A R E  P A S T E L

H I G H L I G H T E R S  B E T T E R  T H A N  N E O N ? "

Nevertheless, regardless of how much
the neon and pastel factions moan at
each other, it may be that there is no
real right answer to which type of
highlighter to use, and people will
inevitably find the one that suits them
best. Yet, I do sincerely hope people
will stop cursing the neon highlighter
for its so-called ‘ugliness’ and
appreciate its own brand of beauty
and utility. 

S O M E  R E S P O N S E S  T O  " W H Y  A R E  N E O N

H I G H L I G H T E R S  B E T T E R  T H A N  P A S T E L ? "

U P S E T T I N G L Y ,  T H E R E  A R E  A N S W E R S  I N

S U P P O R T  O F  P A S T E L ,  A N  E X A M P L E  O F

T H E  I N J U S T I C E  D O N E  T O W A R D S  N E O N

H I G H L I G H T E R S .  
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ONE

Dear mind, 
My name is Ne331. Yes, I know, it is a weird name, but it is what

maintains order. You see, I am the 331st neon atom in the
Enclosure. Everything goes by ranks, from number 1 all the way
to... I do not remember! I have seen so many around, but I have
never bothered to count! I have seen so many of my people, but

there is one leader. That is our head Neon! Only she can be called
by our real name. Anyway, I love my home! Although it was built

for a terrible purpose, and we have to relive it every day, I still find
most of my life perfect. I have a family and friends, but I will talk

about that later! Also... if you want, I can talk about what happens
every day. How we die and come back different. But if not, I am

sorry. We have to witness it together. Not witness, actually.
Experience. You are my mind, aren't you? You should feel that

surge of electricity. It is starting. Oh no... Luckily, I am in my
position already. Hopefully, just hopefully, I will come back alright.

Goodbye for now! Deep breaths... It does not hurt that much.
Deep breaths... Deep-

 
 

L I G H T B Y  R I - Y E N



TWO
The pain ripped through me, lashing out at every bit of me. It hurt so
much, but it would pass. It ended only in the morning though. When

the sun rises and the sky lights up, there is no need for our light
anymore. That was everything I tried to think about 

as the electricity passed through me. I tried not to think about how I
would forget everything that happened, or how much worse the

feeling of hopelessness would be the following morning, or about the
atoms that would die today. The pain left me in desolation, but not
before trying to rip my arms off. No... please no, I thought. I tried to

resist, tried to stop it from happening, but it happened anyway. Just as
my arm was ripped away, the world went black, but I was conscious

for just long enough to feel a teardrop roll down my face.  
 

THREE
I am now Ne310. 21 atoms died last night, and their bodies were
strewn all over. In time though, specifically an hour, their corpses

dissipated into the air, forming a cloud of quarks and energy. Maybe it
is your way of helping me face it all, maybe it is just my lack of

emotion, maybe I have changed. I don't remember anything about
what happened last night. However, I will have to remain emotionless.
Emotions eat into you, from the inside, and make you hurt so much.

They make you crazy, they make you suffer. So, I will have to be
scientific. Factual. At least, with all I know. 

I am a neon atom. My electrons are humans' fancy way of saying my
arm. I don't know what they use me for. But I can rightfully say it

brings me a lot of pain. Today, I will explore the Enclosure. I will find
out more.  

 
 



FOUR
All I could remember was Neon shouting at me to get back into

position. I floated over to my family and fitted myself into the empty
space between my father and sister. I closed my eyes, trying to

remember something. The Enclosure is in a C shape. It has an exit at
the top. The Enclosure. C. Exit. Top. As I held hands with them, I tried

branding the information I had obtained into my brain. 
My thoughts became shorter and more forceful, eventually melding

into one-word phrases. When one is so occupied with one's thoughts,
one is barely aware of what happens, till a shock hits. For me, it was

the pain. Remember. 
 

FIVE
What life is this? Have I finally died? What is reality when we are wiped
blank every day? What did we do to deserve this pain, this torture, this
life? I drifted in and out of consciousness, bright spots dancing in front
of my eyes. Maybe I did not prepare for it. I guess I was too occupied

yesterday. I deserved it. Now I am stuck in a horrifying limbo, unable to
think, or to do anything. And all of yesterday for nothing! I was

supposed to remember something, but what? 
 

SIX
I thought hard, racking my brains and forcing my eyes shut. What had

happened? I stayed at the same spot, channelling all my will into
remembering what I had discovered. Come on, come on... But that
memory stayed just out of reach, teasing me by sending flashes of

what happened yesterday. Enough to keep me encouraged and give
me hope that I could remember it, yet too little to give me anything

useful... 
 
 
 



 SEVEN
Yet the long-awaited memory chose to come only when the

electrocution started again. I realised what the Enclosure was made of,
and how to escape. I travelled the same route as my mind did, moving
through the curved part of the enclosure and towards the other end.
There, hidden in the thick glass walls, at the end, was the tiniest crack.
Yet, I saw that it was only half the size of me, of any other atom for that

matter. But now, I was at the end of the enclosure, the part where
Neon and the other higher-ranking atoms go. Thus began one of the

biggest operations I had ever carried out.
 

EIGHT
Every day, I would go straight to that spot immediately after it ended
and stayed till it was starting again. The first few days, I tried not to
rouse too much curiosity in others, so I remained seemingly casual,

uncaring, and relaxed. However, as the days wore on, I could feel
myself losing control of the energy and everything in me. I was dying –

the way that atoms would. I had to get out of here, for if I stayed for
too long, the electricity would soon push me to the edge and over it.
Then I would have done so much for nothing. With that grim thought
in mind, I got to rubbing the edges of the hole. I had nothing; no tools
that people use for jailbreak. With nothing to even widen it, all I could

do was use my hand to try to pry the hole apart, day after day. I knew it
was the least effective way to escape, but it was the only one I had. I

could not let the others know, though. Or else we would have to
escape based on ranking! Then I will be one of the last! I don’t think I

can wait that long… 
 
 
 
 



NINE
Day after day passed in this routine, me working on the crack, then

rushing back to my position before the electricity started. Luckily, my
art of concealment was still satisfactory, as few of the other atoms

were curious or startled. Yet I could still feel my energy taking control
of me, just out of my control. I had to hurry! So my hands got to
working even harder, prying the crack apart with all my might. I

channelled all of my thoughts of freedom and happiness into that
action, doing it again and again. Crack! The clear sound of the glass

crack propagating outward filled the air. Yes! I could fit through! But it
came again, right when I was happy and hopeful. That surge of

electricity. 
 

TEN
I knew. I knew that if I could survive this last electrocution, I would be
free. Come on, you can do it. I took deep breaths as I ran back to my
position, knowing that if I could get through it this time, all the other

atoms that would soon escape with me and this would be my last
torment. The crack would widen under the immense stress of the

electricity and expand, carving a way to my freedom. I got back into
position, just as the pain hit me. I must stay alive! 

 
ELEVEN

Make it stop... The fact that I was not as mentally strong as I was
before magnified the pain by thousands. It lashed out at my

consciousness and my very sense of reality. Flashes of memory went
through my mind. The discovery of what my home was... How my

family held hands with me every time it started... The immense pain
that breaks me again and again... Why even live? Stay in this world, to

do what? All I risk is being caught again, living a life that would never be
worth living. I had to escape.



 But not the way I worked so hard for. Slowly, I felt myself relaxing;
letting go. I let the energy rage in me, rage through my body and mind. I

would not stop it this time. Let go... My mind thought of nothing but
freedom. Nothing but the beautiful blue skies and the deep forest green
that will blanket all trees. I will see that someday. Not this time, though.

The best I can do is see it in my mind. I was already dead. 
 
 

TWELVE
I closed my eyes, visiting all the places I wanted to go to in my mind. To
the rivers, forests and into the sky, enjoying the warm sunlight rays and
pure light of the stars, away from any form of electricity. It would always

be the thing to cause me pain and take everything away from me...
Visiting all these places gave me so much peace, so much hope for

myself that it came too fast. Death came way too fast, but I let go. Finally,
I am free. 

 



And thank you to Ms Gordon for this quirky topic

"Vivid neon reds and blues
Are nature's flair, the bends 
Of light no-one could ever 

Recreate with one's bare hands"

https://www.aliexpress.com/i/1005001896209089.html
https://sketchandetch.com.au/products/pizza-neon-sign
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"I find it just such a fascinating thing how a
colorless, unreactive gas like neon can
glow that lovely reddish-orange glow. "

"...she had always been quietly watching
over me, providing the low and soothing

glow that had lit up my world."

"Moribund neon lights whizzed past
as I turned at each bend, utilizing my

training in using the SpeedScoot to
not crash into anything."

"Neon users, however, understand the
real purpose of reading, the bright

flashes of colour allowing them to focus
and internalise all the key ideas."

"The crack would widen under the
immense stress of the electricity and

expand, carving a way to my freedom."

https://unsplash.com/s/photos/neon-sign
https://www.vecteezy.com/vector-art/2700731


